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Comprehensive scientific capabilities in both 

bio and chemical based processes, ensuring 

the fundamental science is fully understood.

Experienced across a broad range of 

industry and technology areas, enabling us 

to translate novel science into engineering 

reality quickly, and at minimal risk, 

Wide knowledge and experience in 

modelling & simulation, across a broad 

range of tools and techniques

Combination of academic and industrial 

experience to ensure we understand both 

worlds, and how to move between them

Bid development and investor relationships 

teams to help identify potential funding 

sources and to help with bid preparation 

and investor engagement.

Expert analysis and support available to 

improve the overall readiness of your 

business to develop and grow.
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Modelling & Simulation at CPI
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Application of Multiphysics Modelling

Amongst other areas, multiphysics modelling tools can be used 

to gain a better understanding of process design, and increased 

confidence in design & operational decision making

• Troubleshooting 

• Why doesn’t it work?

• Process characterisation & optimisation

• For an existing process, how can we make it better?

• Process scaling

• How well will the process transfer between scales?

• Design & operational guidance & virtual

prototyping & design exploration

• Given a blank sheet of paper, what is the best

design option?



Benefits of small scale operation
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In small scale agitated vessels, most transfer processes occur quickly, and as such concentration 
profiles will generally be fairly uniform



Limitations of large scale operation

However in larger scale agitated vessels, limitations from a mass transfer and mixing point of 
view impact on microbial physiology and cause a variety of metabolic stresses
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Scale up, or scale down?

Simulating, on the laboratory scale, the environmental and 

operating conditions prevalent at large scale and analysing the 

effects of these on the process environment. 

Do as much of your process development as possible at the 

smallest scale possible.
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Performance factors affected by scale

AgitationAeration Temp/Pressure Fill Level

Gas holdup is generally 
higher at scale so gas 

component availability is 
higher, but bubble sizes 
are generally larger, so 
overall mass transfer 

rates may be lower

Direct scale up of lab 
scale agitation systems 

may not be possible. 
Alternative mixing 

technologies may be 
required to keep shear at 
acceptable levels at scale.

Heat transfer typically 
becomes more 

challenging as scale 
increases, as available 
heat transfer area to 
volume ratio reduces

Typically mixing times are 
significantly longer at 
large scale, with much 

larger power input 
required to maintain 

good mixing



Different factors scale differently

Aeration Rate Agitation Rate

Mass Transfer Mixing

It is very challenging (impossible?) to replicate all of the 

various limitations of large scale equipment in the lab 

simultaneously.

For example, generally mixing times increase as scale 

increases, so to replicate large scale mixing performance in 

the lab involves running small scale equipment sub-optimally 

(i.e. slowing the agitation down)

This, however then also has a negative effect on mass 

transfer, as slower agitation will generally result in lower gas 

holdup, poorer gas distribution and reduced bubble breakup, 

meaning mass transfer rates will be reduced.

These two levers pull in opposite directions...



Understand the impact of each lever
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Experimentation & Modelling

Use experimentation to understand the organism response to 

certain stresses

Determine which are most critical for the organism and then use 

modelling to help determine an appropriate scale-up route 

based on that criteria

Remember, the answer may not be the same for every organism



Example: Liquid Mixing



When scaling up a process, there are some traditional “rules” which tend to be applied, both to the design of equipment and 

to its operation.

For example from an operational point of view:

• To match mixing performance, you should match the impeller tip speed.

• To match solids distribution performance, you should match energy input.

• To match heat transfer, you should match Reynolds Number

• Etc…

These rules provide a sound guide, and a solid starting point. But how much further can we go by exploring around the edges 

of these guides with CFD?

Using CFD to challenge traditional scale up rules



Mixing performance – Geometrically similar vessels



Mixing performance – Geometrically dissimilar vessels



How have we applied this at CPI?

We have developed a suite of CFD models to assess the 

expected performance of a fermentation process 

through CFD, by assessing key performance affecting 

criteria and how these change with scale

• Liquid mixing

• Interphase mass transfer (kLa)

• Gas holdup

• Bubble breakup and coalescence

• Power input

• Turbulence, shear, velocity profiles, etc…



Accurately predicting liquid mixing performance 

across multiple fermenter scales

Experimental validation



Understanding the operational 

range of each of our vessels 

allows us to establish the most 

effective routes to scale-up.

Identifying overlaps in 

performance between vessels 

allows us to scale-down larger 

vessels to mimic performance at 

smaller scale

Process scaling example – Liquid mixing performance
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